Juvenile chronic arthritis, chronic iridocyclitis, and reactivity to histones
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Autoimmune rheumatic diseases in childhood present major differences in both clinical and laboratory features compared with adult onset disease.1 Although polyarthritis occurs in both adults and children, the specific features of seropositive erosive rheumatoid arthritis are only seen in about 10% of patients with juvenile chronic arthritis beginning under the age of 16 years.1 2 Most have seronegative disease—that is, without IgM rheumatoid factor, and serologically the more common finding is of antinuclear antibodies. These antibodies are detected in 30–40% of all children with juvenile chronic arthritis, but are most common in late onset seropositive polyarthritis and in early onset pauciarticular disease.3-5 These latter children with four or fewer joints affected in the first three months commonly have a limited arthritis, and with appropriate management usually have little long term disability. In antinuclear antibody positive pauciarticular arthritis beginning under the age of 5 years, however, 60–70% of children develop chronic iridocyclitis, which may cause blindness,6 and around 80% of those affected are girls.7

It is not clear whether chronic anterior uveitis is an autoimmune disorder or an immune complex vasculitis.8 The initial cause of tissue damage may be physical trauma, infection, chemical, or immunological injury. Uveal damage caused by viruses or other microbial organisms may expose antigens, normally contained within cells, for subsequent autoimmune sensitisation.8

After an initial attack of uveitis it has been postulated that the endothelial lining of the uveal blood vessels may become permanently damaged, thereby reducing the effectiveness of the blood/aqueous barrier.9 This would allow deposition of specific antinuclear antibody/antigen complexes or the later deposition of unrelated immune complexes, which would then cause a recrudescence and perpetuation of inflammation.10-11 The rich blood supply of the uvea may trap immune complexes, and in non-granulomatous uveitis these are thought to be only moderate in size. Evidence for immune complex formation in pauciarticular juvenile chronic arthritis is limited, however.12-15 Lack of lymphatic drainage to the eye reduces sequestration and processing of antigen by lymphoid tissue in peripheral nodes.16 Primed lymphocytes return to the uvea and production of antibody occurs locally.9

The antigenic stimulus to antinuclear antibody formation in both adult rheumatoid arthritis and in juvenile chronic arthritis is unknown. Antinuclear antibodies are detectable on both HEp-2 cells and on rodent tissue substrate. The pattern of immunofluorescence may be speckled,17 but is usually homogeneous,4 18 19 and suggests binding to the nucleosome, in which histones and DNA exist in a highly organised structure.20 Many authors have reported the uncommon existence of antibodies to double stranded DNA.21-28 Antibodies to single stranded DNA, though detectable in active juvenile chronic arthritis,19 27 are also found in many other disorders and their pathogenic significance is uncertain.24 Also, none of the well characterised autoantibodies found in connective tissue diseases (including antibodies to Ro, La, RNP, Sm, PM-1, Scl-70) is present with any regularity,17 21 25 28-30

Attention recently has shifted towards further evaluation of antibodies to histones, and several authors have reported the presence of these antibodies in juvenile chronic arthritis.31-38

**Histones**

Histones are basic DNA binding proteins, which are arranged in a highly organised structure in nucleosomal particles, subcomponents of chromatin. A double loop of DNA (200 bp long) is wound round two H2A-H2B dimers on either side of the (H3-H4)2 tetramer in the core of the particle.20 39 (figure). The association of the core histones with DNA causes a condensation of the double helix, which is further compacted by the binding of H1 in a second order supercoil.39 This organisation of the nucleosome allows separation of individual
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chromosomes at mitosis and contributes to polymorphisms of the DNA structure.\textsuperscript{39} H3 and H4, forming the inner relatively inaccessible core of nucleosomes, are evolutionarily highly conserved.\textsuperscript{40} Differences between calf and pea plant histones H3 and H4 are limited to four substitutions out of 135 amino acid residues for H3, and two of 102 residues for H4.\textsuperscript{39} H2A and H2B also show major similarities between calf and human sources. This conservation of structure has been thought to be responsible for the poor immunogenicity of core histones.\textsuperscript{41} Only certain regions of each histone molecule are exposed on the surface of the particle, and it is thought that most antibodies to histones in systemic rheumatic diseases are directed to exposed parts of the histone molecule—that is, these antibodies are induced by epitopes on the intact nucleosomal particle.\textsuperscript{41-43}

Techniques for the detection of antibodies to histones
As with any investigation of antigen reactivity it is important to analyse the test systems used and to understand their limitations. Although antibodies reactive to histones were reported in 1958,\textsuperscript{44} reinvestigation of their antigenicity did not take place until 1976, when Tan and colleagues introduced the acid elution/reconstitution method for their detection.\textsuperscript{45} Serum samples positive for antibodies to histones, which are anticellular antibody positive by immunofluorescence, will become negative after acid elution of the substrate, and reconstitution with histones then reproduces the positive fluorescence. Although initially heralded as a specific and reproducible assay, several methodological problems limit its use.\textsuperscript{46} Histones H2A and H2B are most commonly detected by this method, even though the same serum samples may be positive for other histones by other tests.\textsuperscript{42} 43 47 The reason may be that H3 and H4 epitopes, which are prerequisites for binding of the H2A-H2B dimers, become concealed by DNA binding to H2A/H2B in the reconstitution phase.\textsuperscript{42} Variability between laboratories is also likely because immunofluorescence is a subjective assay open to observer error.\textsuperscript{48}

A further technique for antigen detection and analysis was described in 1979 by Towbin.\textsuperscript{49} Immunoblotting or western blotting was originally used to detect very small amounts of ribosomal protein after transference from the gel phase of electrophoresis to a solid phase for immunoreaction with antibodies. In general, blotting has been accepted as a useful technique for detecting autoantibodies.\textsuperscript{50} The use of sodium dodecyl sulphate in the gel electrophoresis before transference onto nitrocellulose may cause denaturation of histones and has been said to interfere with histone-antibody complex formation.\textsuperscript{43}

In rheumatoid arthritis and the equivalent disease in children, seropositive juvenile arthritis, up to 30% of patients may be antinuclear antibody positive. When investigating these patients by immunoblotting it is possible that some of the lines recognised may be false positive reactions related to circulating immune complexes.\textsuperscript{48} Rheumatoid factors may bind to specific IgG antihistone antibodies or directly to histone,\textsuperscript{51} and Gripenberg reported that some antihistone activity is due to cross reacting rheumatoid factors.\textsuperscript{52} Analysis of reactivity to histones in seropositive juvenile arthritis is limited, and no profile of reactivity to the different histone classes has yet emerged.

Development of solid phase assays was initially difficult owing to problems of immobilisation of cationic histone antigens.\textsuperscript{46} A fluorimetric assay was used by Hobbs \textit{et al} to detect antibodies to histones using purified histones,\textsuperscript{53} 54 and found to be more sensitive than the acid elution/reconstitution method. Non-specific antibody binding is reduced by histone saturation of the tyrosine-glutamic acid copolymer coating the cuvettes.\textsuperscript{45} This copolymer, which increases the sensitivity of the assay, may affect the conformation of histone H4 and reduce detection of anti-H4.\textsuperscript{51}

An enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) can offer a quantitative analysis and seems to be the method of choice for investigating different conformational states of chromatin.\textsuperscript{55} As with blotting, considerable differences are seen in the apparent antigenic activity of different samples depending on the test.\textsuperscript{37} Purified immunoreactive histones are essential for meaningful and reproducible results.\textsuperscript{48} The heterogeneity of antihistone antibody reactivity may reflect mixtures of antibodies to individual histones, or antigenic cross reactivity.

Clinical associations of antibodies to histones
In adult rheumatoid arthritis, using the technique of acid elution/reconstitution, Aitcheson \textit{et al} demonstrated antibodies to histones in 24% of antinuclear antibody positive patients.\textsuperscript{56} In a study by Epstein \textit{et al}, using unfractionated histones in an ELISA, antibodies to histones were detected in 100% of patients with drug induced systemic lupus erythematosus, in 42% with idiopathic systemic lupus erythematosus, but in only 15% of adults with rheumatoid arthritis, and at very low concentrations, compared with one of 24 healthy control subjects. With a more sensitive ELISA (Nucleoscreen kit—see below), however, Muzellec \textit{et al} found that 80% of antinuclear antibody positive patients with rheumatoid arthritis had antibodies to histones, of which antibodies to H1 were most common, being significantly more prevalent than in controls.\textsuperscript{57} Patients treated with D-penicillamine had significantly higher concentration of antibodies to histone H1 than those not so treated.

With acid elution/reconstitution we were only able to detect antibodies to histones in two of 15 patients with antinuclear antibody positive juvenile chronic arthritis. Both were girls with extended pauciarticular arthritis complicated by severe chronic iridocyclitis (Leak A M, MD thesis, London, 1991). Similarly, Rosenberg,\textsuperscript{58} Saulsbury,\textsuperscript{59} and Haynes\textsuperscript{60} found only 0–10% of children with antinuclear antibody positive juvenile chronic arthritis possessed antibodies to histones by this
method. Job-Deslandre et al, however, used a total histone ELISA (calf thymus) to test a spectrum of rheumatic diseases in children and detected antibodies to histones in 23 of 39 (59%) children with juvenile chronic arthritis, of whom most of the children with antibodies to histones had a pauciarticular onset. Antibodies to histones were also found in a significant number of children with other inflammatory conditions (42%), including infections, and in between 14 and 20% of children not usually possessing autoantibodies—for example, patients with irritable hip and mechanical musculoskeletal problems. In the subgroup of patients with juvenile chronic arthritis with an age of onset of under 5 years, histone antibody concentrations were significantly higher than in control groups.

Four groups reported the use of immunoblotting to characterise the antinuclear antibodies found in juvenile chronic arthritis.31-34 All the groups studied mixed seronegative types of juvenile chronic arthritis, about half with polyarticular and half with pauciarticular disease. The children chosen for analysis had a high prevalence of positive antinuclear antibodies by immunofluorescence of HEp-2 cells (70-100% positive at 1:20 dilution). A preliminary study by Brunet in 1986 suggested that six of nine children tested had antibodies to histones thought to be directed against H2B.31 More recently, Malleson,32 Pauls,33 and Rosenberg34 have detected bands by immunoblotting which were thought to represent histone H1. These were found in 42%, 35%, and 37% of their patients respectively. In addition to H1, Malleson’s group reported that 12% of patients had a band identified at 45 kD which was specifically not associated with iridocyclitis.32 Pauls noted that many patients with H1 also had antibodies to H5, a variant of H1,33 whereas the intensity of reaction with core histones was much weaker, and Rosenberg reported that although many bands were seen on immunoblotting, as well as the 33 kD band thought to be H1, a similar spectrum of bands was also seen in patients without juvenile chronic arthritis who were analysed as controls.34

Newer ELISA techniques have been developed by Muller and colleagues in which antibodies to each of the histone classes can be detected independently using purified histones from chicken erythrocytes for the four core histones and calf thymus for H1 (Nucleoscreen kit, Neosystem, Strasbourg).35

Three studies have been performed in children with juvenile chronic arthritis with the Nucleoscreen ELISA. Ostensen reported results on a group of 121 patients with juvenile chronic arthritis, 72 pauciarticular and 49 either polyarticular or systemic onset.36 A total of 58 patients had antibodies to histones, including 21 with antibodies to H1. Among the children with antibodies to histones there was a strong association with antibodies to H3 in 26 of 28 (93%) patients who had chronic iridocyclitis compared with 14 of 30 (47%) anti-H3 positive patients without eye disease. Children without eye disease had a more homogeneous response to all histones rather than a peak for H3 seen in children with uveitis. No associations were seen in either this, or the other reported studies using immunoblotting,32 33 between antibodies to histones and clinical disease activity, median antinuclear antibody titres, or drug treatment. Recent analysis by Tuallon et al of a further group of unselected children with juvenile chronic arthritis (14 pauciarticular onset, 18 polyarticular or systemic) again shows reactivity to histones of all types, with antibodies to H1 and H3 being most often detected.37 Insufficient clinical details were available to test for associations with disease activity or with chronic iridocyclitis.

We recently analysed antibodies to histones by an ELISA in collaboration with Muller in 44 patients selected because of early onset (mean three years, all less than eight years) pauciarticular juvenile chronic arthritis.38 Previous work suggested that the highest antinuclear antibody titres seen in this subgroup of diseases are found in the first few months of the disease and, therefore, particular attention was paid to collecting early serum samples. In addition, serial samples were collected from 32 children. Thirty five of 44 were girls, and 23 had developed chronic iridocyclitis. IgM antihistone antibodies were found in 75% of the patients and antibodies to H3 were the most common (56%) followed by H1 (49%), H2A (49%), H4 (46%), and anti-H2B (37%-5%).

Assessment of clinical variables showed an association of antibodies to histone H1 with joint score, erythrocyte sedimentation rate, and IgG (p=0.05) and with antinuclear antibody titres (p=0.001). Regression of disease activity from year 1 to years 2 and 3 was paralleled by a significant fall in antibodies to H1 and H2A, while anti-H3 remained high. There was no association of antibodies to histones with either the presence or degree of activity of chronic anterior uveitis, and no clinical associations with antibodies to H3 were found despite their frequent occurrence. The disparity between these results and Ostensen’s study may be due to differences in the duration of disease. More of our patients, still early in the disease course, may develop uveitis over the next two to three years, though after that additional numbers are likely to be small. Will raised anti-H3 concentrations be a marker for eye disease?

Further analysis of reactivity to 32 synthetic histone peptides was made according to the technique described by Tuallon et al.37 The most commonly recognised peptides were to the N-terminal regions of H2A and H3 and the C-terminal peptides of H1 and H3. Thus 29 of our 44 patients had IgG antibodies to either one or other of the H3 peptides (amino acid residues 1–21, 130–135). When anti-H3 peptide positive serum samples were compared with H3 peptide negative samples the former were significantly more likely to be associated with positive antinuclear antibodies (58% vs 7%, p=0.001) or with chronic iridocyclitis (69% vs 29%, p=0.008).

Tuallon et al used the same technique of peptide analysis in juvenile chronic arthritis and again detected significant reactivity to H3 peptides, but also to the N-terminal peptide of H4.37 The authors noted a poor correlation between H3 histone and H3 peptide anti-
bodies, and our results corroborate this finding.

Antibodies to histones and chronic iridocyclitis

The association of antinuclear antibodies with chronic anterior uveitis has been clinically reported for nearly 20 years, but a pathogenic role for the antinuclear antibody remains elusive. Antibodies to histones have now been shown most commonly in the early onset pauciarticular subgroup of juvenile chronic arthritis, who are susceptible to uveitis. Clinical associations with eye disease seem to be strongest with antibodies to H3, though it is not known whether antibodies to intact H3 molecules are the same as those reacting with synthetic H3 peptides.

The chronic iridocyclitis of juvenile chronic arthritis is unique and there is no exact experimental model of this non-granulomatous anterior uveitis, especially in relation to the chronic relapsing course. Petty studied the uveitis of adjuvant-induced arthritis in rats, the nearest animal model. Antibodies to bacterial components, ocular and articular antigens, did not correlate with uveitis.

Experimental autoimmune uveitis (an acute anterior and posterior uveitis) without arthritis can be induced in laboratory animals by retinal S antigen, and one of the sequences of this protein, known to be uveoto-pathogenic (amino acids 303–320), has a similar sequence to a variety of proteins. The best match is with amino acids 106–121 from baker’s yeast histone H3. Singh et al were able to induce experimental autoimmune uveitis in Lewis rats by injection of this histone peptide. We were unable to find any patients with antibodies to H3 peptide 98–112, which has the closest homology to the S antigen peptide 303–320. This synthetic H3 peptide has also been tested in an experimental uveitis system with negative results (Graham E, personal communication).

The pathogenetic mechanism proposed by Singh et al was one of molecular mimicry, which might explain the development of autoimmune chronic uveitis, where an immune response is initially directed against the antigen in the yeast histone, and persists because of shared determinants with host retinal S antigen. Molecular mimicry has been proposed for other sequence homologies linking the retrovirus, visna, with experimental allergic encephalitis (the animal model of multiple sclerosis), a human adenovirus with α-gladiin in the production of coelacian disease, and shared epitopes between HLA-B27 and Klebsiella pneumoniae nitрогеназе.

Induction of any of these diseases by specific microbial agents may occur in a susceptible subject. In the autoimmune chronic uveitis model yeast histones are implicated as the possible initiators of the autoimmune inflammation.

One significant aspect of chronic iridocyclitis in juvenile chronic arthritis is that it is most common in girls and in children with an age of onset between the first and third birthday (42 of 73 (58%) affected in one study) (Leak A M, MD thesis, London, 1991). Eye disease is very uncommon if juvenile chronic arthritis begins before the age of 5 years (7% of cases) (Leak A M, MD thesis, London, 1991), though the uveitis itself may not become manifest until many years later. The eye is, in fact, relatively fully developed at birth and three quarters of all subsequent development takes place in the first three years of life. Perhaps it is only at this stage that an initiating event may occur which subsequently in a susceptible subject could lead directly to perpetuation of the inflammatory response.

There is strong evidence for genetic association with this form of juvenile chronic arthritis, predominantly with the HLA class II genes. Production of antinuclear antibodies and antibodies to histones may be a further characteristic of this impaired or altered immune response. The question of whether these antibodies are directly concerned with the pathogenesis of the eye disease remains to be tested.
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